BSRA IRC General information

The information attached will be helpful for your school community:

1. Somerville School Map
2. Somerville PAC map
3. Competitor information
4. Marshal job description

The program will be available on the BSRA website the day prior with all the names of the competitors. (If there are any girls in a sensitive situation where the temporary publishing of their name is a problem please advise me and I will refrain from using their name on the website.) A small number (approx. 200) of hard copies will be printed and distributed.

- Please note that there is no bus parking. The drop off area is in front of the Chambers Building on Vulture Street near the corner of Graham Street.
- There is no parking allocated for spectators – street parking must be sought.
- Pedestrian entry is via Gate 6.
- There is a lift at Gate 6 for warm up ergo’s to be delivered to level 5 – Auditorium level. They must be in two pieces to fit in the lift and should bump in by 4pm to avoid congestion with arriving schools.
- Ergo warm up area is in front of the lift area. No more than 2 warm-up ergo’s per school please.
- Competitors must be in the marshalling area (Door 4) by the end of the previous race. (See map for marshalling location).
- Please see the competitor information document for further information.
- Food is available for purchase from the Somerville House RSG. The menu is on the BSRA website.
- Spectators seating area is marked on the PAC map
- School allocated areas is marked on the PAC map. The seating area allocated for each school is primarily for bags. It is expected that the cheering will be done in the standing room area in front of the stage.
- Please allocate one marshall from your school to be on stage for the event.
- The marshall must present to stage left and undertake a short briefing 30 minutes before the event commences. 4:45pm.
- Jirik Haselgrove is commentating.
- If you have any girls that are Australian Representatives that would like to present medals, please let me know. They will be required to dress up in their Australian team formal attire for the event.
- Somerville House have generously donated the use of their PAC and I ask that you encourage the participants from your school to respect the privilege. I am sure that everyone will be wonderful, I just need to say it 😊.

I am looking forward to welcoming you on the night.